Exciton coherence lifetimes from electronic structure.
We model the coherent energy transfer of an electronic excitation within covalently linked aromatic homodimers from first-principles. Our results shed light on whether commonly used models of the bath calculated via detailed electronic structure calculations can reproduce the key dynamics. For the systems we model, the time scales of coherent transport are experimentally known from time-dependent polarization anisotropy measurements, and so we can directly assess whether current techniques are predictive for modeling coherent transport. The coupling of the electronic degrees of freedom to the nuclear degrees of freedom is calculated from first-principles rather than assumed, and the fluorescence anisotropy decay is directly reproduced. Surprisingly, we find that although time-dependent density functional theory absolute energies are routinely in error by orders of magnitude more than the coupling energy between monomers, the coherent transport properties of these dimers can be semi-quantitatively reproduced from these calculations. Future directions which must be pursued to yield predictive and reliable models of coherent transport are suggested.